
Fun at Woodlands 

On Tuesday I spent the day at Woodlands enjoying the company of our 

children and the children from Dorchester. 

After a hearty scrambled egg, toast and cereal breakfast I watched the children 

take full responsibility for clearing and relaying the dining room ready for tea.  

They enjoyed the challenge and were very proud of their achievements. 

Next followed  a room inspection – they had all unpacked, made their own 

beds and were keeping their rooms tidy – they can do it!! 

               

 

 

Woodlands staff met with their groups (they remain the same all week), they 

talked through activities, the children then had to kit themselves out and did 

so independently.  The children were responsible for organising drinks and 

lunches. Time was spent ensuring that groups had the right safety equipment 

before setting out on the day’s activities. 

I spent a wet, cold but exhilarating day learning how to canoe. The children 

were magnificent as the rain pounded us and the temperature dropped, they 

didn’t moan and complain, they listened and learnt a new skill. 



Our instructor Dylan taught how to paddle forwards, backwards, how to turn 

left and right and how to park the boat.  We had lots of fun trying out our new 

skills before setting off on our canal journey.  It took us a while, some steering 

was better than others! Brogan spent time zig zagging down the canal with AJ 

in the bow; everyone got the chance to work with a new partner then a 

familiar friend. We paddled for two miles then stopped for lunch. 

In the afternoon our target was to stay in the middle of the canal – it worked 

for some pairs! Jessica was a good commander in her canoe which she shared 

in the afternoon with Dylan the instructor.  Getting under a very low chain 

bridge was fun – I gracefully lay in the bottom of the boat then found it very 

difficult to get back into my seat much to the joy and amusement of Mr Leigh 

and his group of ten. Maddison, Skyla, Ryan and Owen laughed and cheered 

me on as two instructors man handled me back into position – it was very 

glamorous!  

Zarah swapped canoes to join me – her friends forgot that holding the boat 

when someone gets out is essential so she gracefully fell into the canal (all of 

the ballet lessons have paid off – I don’t think she even made a splash!).  

On arrival at our destination the children had to reload the trailer – working as 

a team they got 6 large canoes ready to depart. Dylan said that they were the 

best group he had ever had at reloading the trailer. The two schools worked 

very well together, at the end of the session they decided that the next day 

they were going to be better at communicating by talking 

and listening to each other more.  

Tea was pasta bake and giant jam tarts – there were 

very few left overs! It was a real pleasure to watch the 

children chatting to new friends, sharing their 

adventures and enjoying each other’s company. 

I left the children preparing for an evening of picture 

orienteering – I was sad to leave they were all having such a great time. 

              


